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Introduction

The seed of this project sprang from a panel discussion in which I was
involved three years ago. The Pagan Activist Network sponsored the panel,
and answered questions about general religious issues, along with members
of Intervarsity Christian Fello~ship and United Campus Ministry, as a means
for students on campus to find out more about neopaganism and its beliefs,
particularly in relation to Christianity. One of the questions we received that
night lodged itself in the back of my mind and refused to depart. A young
woman, noting that Christians were sustained in situations of exceptional
suffering by their faith in the salvation offered by Christ, wanted to know
what kept neopagans going in similar situations. I didn't have a satisfactory
answer for her. I hadn't thought much about it; I was young, idealistic, and
relatively new to my faith, and as such had not been exposed to a situation in
which I would need that kind of support. The question refused to leave me,
however, and when I found myself ~ need of a SIP topic, it seemed a natural
choice. By this point, my personal spirituality had evolved from a broadly
neopagan outlook to one that was more specifically Goddess-centered. I
therefore decided to investigate the ways in which Goddess spirituality and its
practitioners dealt with the problem of evil.
I quickly realized that, in order to discuss the ways in which Goddess
spirituality provided a hope in the face of evil, I needed to know what" evil"
meant. My Christian upbringing had given me some ideas, which I
eventually distilled into a definition: evil is "a state of being outside divine
favor, grace, or approval". The more I considered that definition, though, the
less applicable I found it to my situation. Goddess religion doesn't deal much
in "states" of being; the authors I consulted spoke of evil acts, or, more
1

frequently, harmful acts, but didn't refer to people or other living things as
being "evil". I soon became engrossed in the task of clarifying what "evil" is
for those who practice Goddess religion.
It's significant to note at this point that I was interested in clarifying
these questions for an audience greater than myself. I didn't want to come up
with a personal definition of evil"; I wanted a definition that drew on the
/I

writings of the Goddess movement as a whole, something that would
describe the experience of a broad range of people, not just myself. I wanted to
study the collective experience of evil in Goddess religion. This desire
brought me away from writing an autobiography, and steered me toward
phenomenology, which examines experiences as a route to discovering
something about the subject of those experiences. Although no study had yet
been done of the phenomenology of ~vil in Goddess spirituality, Paul
Ricoeur's book The Symbolism of Evil had explored the topic in the Christian
tradition, so I began my search with his work.
Examining Ricoeur's work (and Paul Tillich's work on symbols, from
which Ricoeur draws heavily) gave me a firm methodological foundation for
constructing a phenomenology. Ricoeur's phenomenology of evil, however,
proved inadequate to describe the experience of Goddess religion. Ricoeur
was concerned with characterizing the Christian experience of evil; his
assumptions and typologies reflected this concern. Goddess spirituality
clearly proceeded from a very different experience of evil, one that differed
radically from the Christian experience. It was obvious that a
phenomenology of evil in Goddess religion would require a new set of
definitions and categories.
With that requirement in mind, I began to examine the primary
written expressions of the experience of Goddess spirituality; namely, the
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books written by practitioners and thealogians of the movement. Ricoeur's
phenomenology drew upon symbols and myths as the most spontaneous
expressions of the Christian experience available to him. The Goddess
movement, by comparison, is much younger and much less canonically
oriented than Christianity and the religions out of which it grew.
Consequently, the writings of the movement's members form the most
spontaneous expression of their experiences. I quickly discovered that "evil"
was not a primary concern for these authors: many of them never used the
word at all, nor did it appear in the indices of their books. Instead I found
references to oppression, to systems of power and their function in society,
particularly the way that power structures serve to oppress women. I began to
realize that to examine the experience of evil in Goddess spirituality, I would
have to conduct a phenomenology of oppression instead of one of evil.
Much as Ricoeur categorized the Christian experience of evil into three
discrete experiences (defilement, sin, and guilt), I saw that the Goddess
experience of oppression could be grouped into three fundamental categories.

Estrangement is the experience of division: man from woman, mind from
body, white from colored, God from creation. Estrangement leads to injustice,
in which an estranged pair is prioritized, sacralizing one side of the dualism
while demonizing the other. These two experiences constitute a
psychological and spiritual oppression of women. When these attitudes are
embodied in the physical world, a third experience arises: the experience of

physical harm. The physical being of women is oppressed - economically,
politically, and sexually. Taken together, these three experiences constitute a
general experience of oppression shared by the women in the Goddess
tradition.
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I then returned to my original question: how do women in the
Goddess tradition deal with evil, or, more in their terms, with oppression? I
found that the Goddess tradition is engaged in the process of transforming
society by creating an alternative to the power structures that facilitate
oppression. Since they perceive that these structures are rooted in and
justified by the symbols of our culture, they are engaging in the process of
consciously creating a new symbol to guide human interaction: the symbol of
the Goddess. The Goddess-symbol provides a way of apprehending the world
that overcomes estrangement and injustice. Likewise, the ethics of Goddess
spirituality work to counteract the experience of physical harm.

Defining the Goddess Movement

Any discussion of the contemporary Goddess movement must first
answer a few basic questions: What, precisely, is the Goddess movement? Is
there an appropriate name for it, such as "Goddess religion" or "Goddess
spirituality"? How can we distinguish the Goddess movement from closely
related contemporary spiritual phenomena, such as neopaganism? Before
defining the Goddess movement, it would be useful to find a less
cumbersome title for it. Various writers have described the movement as
"Goddess religion", "Goddess spirituality", and "Goddess worship". Are any
of these appellations really appropriate for the phenomenon under
discussion? An analysis of the connotations of each of these words indicates
that they can all be used, if they are understood to have specific shades of
meaning within their broader definitions.!

1

All definitions here are from the Random House Webster's Dictionary.
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"Religion" is primarily defined as "a set of beliefs concerning the cause,
nature, and purpose of the universe, esp. when considered as the creation of a
superhuman agency or agencies, usu. involving devotional and ritual
observances." The immediate problems with this definition are twofold.
First, it is difficult to pin down a set of beliefs that defines the Goddess
movement; there is no defined canon, creed, or doctrine such as that which
exists in most established religions. This definition would therefore have to
be amended to read "a personal set of beliefs" in the interest of accuracy.
Second, the Goddess movement as discussed here does not deal in the
"supernatural", which

impl~es

that there are objects or beings in existence

which lie outside nature. A central implication of the symbol of the Goddess
(discussed further below) is that the Goddess is not a being hypostatized before
reality, but rather that She is manifest in all of reality. The term
"supernatural" therefore has no meaning within the symbolism and
worldview of the Goddess movement.
Before we reject the term "religion", however, we should examine its
linguistic roots. "Religion" has its base in the Latin "ligare", meaning "to
join". Religion, as several authors have pointed out, is therefore a "rejoining". This Daly-esque reinterpretation of the word makes it useful for the
Goddess movement, which seeks to rejoin, within the symbol of the Goddess,
the dualistic oppositions that have been created by patriarchal culture. Light
and dark, mind and body, life and death - all meet in the Goddess. Under this
interpretation, then, "Goddess religion" would be a valid term, meaning "a
personal set of beliefs which unifies perceived oppositions through the
symbol of the Goddess". It should be further noted that, should the
consciousness advocated by the Goddess movement become widespread, this
definition would become meaningless, since these perceived oppositions
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would no longer be viewed as opposites, but as complementary parts of a
unified whole.
Another term that has been used to describe the Goddess movement is
"spirituality". This is defined as "the quality or fact of being spiritual".
Spiritual, in turn, has three definitions of note: "pertaining to the spirit or
soul, as distinguished from the physical nature"; "of or pertaining to the spirit
as the seat of the moral or religious nature"; "of or pertaining to sacred
matters; religious". The first definition is troublesome because of its
suggestion of a physical-spiritual dichotomy. The Goddess movement does
not support this split, viewing it as one of the primary ills of patriarchal
culture. The second definition does not state this dichotomy as explicitly as
the first, but implies it nevertheless. The third definition, on the other hand,
does not refer to a body-mind opposition, but instead to that which is
considered sacred. "Goddess spirituality" could then be defined as "that
which pertains to the sacred, as expressed through the symbol of the
Goddess".
"Worship", as a verb, means "to render religious reverence and
homage to." This is a troublesome definition at first, due to the tendency to
interpret "Goddess worship" as "the worship of a Goddess" - that is, the
worship of a being hypostatized before reality. As we have already noted, this
is inconsistent with the use of the symbol of the Goddess being discussed
here. If, on the other hand, we interpret the term "Goddess worship" to
mean, "the rendering of respect and reverence to that which is symbolized by
the Goddess", then the word becomes usable.

The labels "Goddess religion", "Goddess spirituality", and "Goddess
worship" can therefore all be applied to the Goddess movement, as long as
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these terms are understood in light of the above discussion. I will use these
terms interchangeably throughout the remainder of this paper.
What is Goddess spirituality? A good starting point is Cynthia Eller's
book Living in the Lap of the Goddess, which surveys what Eller calls the
"feminist spirituality movement" in America. The feminist spirituality
movement is not synonymous with Goddess spirituality, but overlaps it to a
large degree. Eller gives four fundamental characteristics of the feminist
spirituality movement. It is separatist; it is centered outside traditional
religions; it is feminist, "broadly defined"; it is centered on the Englishspeaking world, particularly the United States and Canada.2 This definition is
fairly broad; some additional specification of some of Eller's points may
narrow it enough to render it usable.
Eller's first point of definition is that the feminist spirituality
movement is "separatist". Eller defines "separatist" as "focused on women";
she notes that the inclusion of men is a "live debate", and that "men who
cannot defer to the authority of women to define what feminist spirituality is
and will be are simply excluded".3 This definition suggests that although
men may be included in some aspects of feminist spirituality, they are
subordinate to women, and have inherently fewer rights to define what the
movement is and what an acceptable level of men's involvement in it will
be. In these terms, Eller's definition of "separatist" sounds suspiciously like a
simple reversal of the status of women in patriarchal society. In contrast,
Goddess thealogian Starhawk asserts in her book The Spiral Dance that "men
are not subservient or relegated to second-class spiritual citizenshIp" in

2

Cynthia Eller, Liying in the Lap of the Goddess. New York: Crossroad, 1993. p.7.

3

Eller, Liying in the Lap of the Goddess. 7.
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Goddess religion. 4 Goddess spirituality breaks the patriarchal model of
relationships, rather than inverting it.
An alternate method of defining the relationship between the genders

in Goddess spirituality is offered by Carol Christ. In her book Laughter of
Aphrodite, Christ distinguishes between separation and separatism.
Occasional separation from men is necessary, she argues, in order for women
to be free to get in touch with their own feelings, thoughts, and emotions. As
long as patriarchy continues to be the dominant model of relationships
between men and women, the need for times and places for women to
separate from men will exist. Separatism takes the concept of separation to an
extreme, advocating complete separation from men - "emotionally,
financially, sexually, culturally, spiritually".5 Under this definition,
separatism is not truly consistent with the ideals of Goddess religion, since it
denies that men can have any intrinsic worth at all - denies, in fact, that they
can participate in the being of Goddess. I would, therefore, define Goddess
spirituality as "separationist" rather than "separatist".
The term "feminist" is also somewhat ambiguous. The modem
feminist movement encompasses such a broad range of viewpoints and
ideologies that some clarification is necessary. Rosemary Ruether (in Sexism
and God-Talk) has outlined a· division of feminism into three categories or
perspectives: liberal, social, and radical feminism. Liberal feminism focuses
on "the historic exclusion of women from access to and equal rights in the
traditional male public sphere".6 The suffrage campaign of the early
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Starhawk, The Spiral Dance. San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1979. p.115.
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Carol Christ, Laughter of Aphrodite. San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1987. p. 70.
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Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexism and GQd-Talk. Boston: Beacon Press, 1983. p. 216.
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twentieth century and the lobby for the Equal Rights Amendment are
examples of liberal feminist projects. Social feminism views women's
liberation as inextricably bound up with economic injustice, and advocates
some form of classless society, generally along a Marxist model? Radical
feminism, according to Ruether, defines patriarchy as the subjugation of
women's bodies. Its main issue is therefore "women's control over their own
persons, their own bodies as vehicles of autonomous sexual experience, and
their own reproduction".B
None of these perspectives truly capture the feminism that is
advocated by Goddess spirituality. The closest analogue in Ruether's typology
is radical feminism; her analysis, however, is too shallow to capture the
essence of what could be called "Goddess feminism". While Ruether
describes radical feminism as a movement to liberate women's bodies,
Goddess spirituality is a movement to liberate not just body, but Being - the
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual being of both men and women.
Goddess spirituality, then, can be said to be feminist in that it sees the
oppression of women as the prime example of the limitations on Being
which are enacted and enforced by patriarchal culture.
In light of these concerns, then, we can describe Goddess spirituality as

a feminist, separationist movement outside the aegis of traditional religions.
It shares many demographic traits with the feminist spirituality movement,
which Eller describes as being mostly "white, of middle-class origins, fairly
well educated (beyond high school), of Jewish or Christian background
(usually, though not always, having a significant amount of religious
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Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk, 224.
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training), in their thirties and forties".9 Goddess spirituality attracts mostly
women, although it is not, as we have previously observed, limited to them.
Authors such as Starhawk, Carol Christ, Z Budapest, and Naomi Goldenberg
have written books for those interested in studying or participating in
Goddess spirituality, and its themes and images have found expression in the
fiction of Marion Zimmer Bradley, Diana Paxson, and Gael Baudino.
Formulating a definition of Goddess religion leads to the related
question of the relationship between Goddess religion and neopaganism.
Neopaganism can be loosely defined as the current revival and/or re-creation
of indigenous European pre-Christian nature religions. Some of its adherents
claim that the movement preserves traditions and practices that predate
Christianity and went underground with the advent of widespread Christian
belief. The truth of these claims has been a subject of vigorous debate among
neopagans and the critics of their efforts; the history of the current movement
is somewhat less vague. The neopagan movement was strongly influenced
by the works of late-19th and early-20th century anthropologists, notably Sir
James Frazier, Margaret Murray, and Charles G. Leland, as well as by 'British
folklore and modem theories of matriarchy. The revival as such can be
traced to the early 1950s, when a retired British civil servant named Gerald
Gardner began publishing books about "witchcraft", or Wicca, claiming to be
an initiate of a "traditional" coven. Gardner's students, and those who read
his books, adapted his work to varying degrees and disseminated their rituals
and beliefs, and so on and so forth. Along the way, many discarded the name
"Wicca" or "witchcraft", due to either personal reservations about the word
"witch" or a desire to be separated from those who still maintained a more

9
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Gardnerian form of practice. The term "neopagan" gradually emerged as an
umbrella term for the movement, including both those who labeled
themselves "Wiccans" and those who did not.
The task of formulating a description of neopaganism is frequently
difficult, given the range of spiritual viewpoints that fall into the category.
Margot Adler, a practicing Witch and a reporter for National Public Radio,
offers this description at the beginning of her book Drawing Down the Moon:
They are usually polytheists or animists or pantheists, or
two or three of those things at once. They share the goal of
living in harmony with nature and they tend to view
humanity's "advancement" and separation from nature as the
prime source of alienation. They see ritual as a tool to end that
alienation. Most Neo-Pagans look to the old pre-Christian
nature religions of Europe, the ecstatic religions, and the mystery
traditions as a source of inspiration and nourishment. They
gravitate to ancient symbols and myths, to the old polytheistic
religions of the Greeks, the Egyptians, the Celts, and the
Sumerians. They are reclaiming these sources, transforming
them into something new, and adding to them the visions of
Robert Graves, even of J. R. R. Tolkien and other writers of
science fiction and fantasy, as well as some of the teachings and
practices of the remaining aboriginal peoples. tO
In the forty years since the revival's inception, neopaganism has spread
from Britain to continental Europe and North America. Its adherents, Adler
notes, come from a broad range of class backgrounds, from working-class
laborers to upper-middle-class intellectuals.11 She estimates that at least ten
thousand people in the United States are Involved with the organized
neopagan movement (its organized groups and published periodicals), but
concedes that there are probably many more who are not so formally

to Margot Adler, Drawing Down the Moon. Boston: Beacon Press, 1979. p. 4.
11 Adler, Drawing Down the Moon, 21.
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involved.12 Poetic and artistic expressions of the movement and its ideals can
be found, not only in the writings of its members, but also in the vast body of
contemporary fantasy fiction, notably the works of authors such as Mercedes
Lackey, Charles de Lint, Marion Zimmer Bradley, and Diana Paxson.
The distinction between neopaganism and Goddess spirituality is
exceptionally vague - the two movements overlap to a certain degree and
maintain a (mostly) peaceful coexistence, and many people use the terms
interchangeably. Goddess spirituality, however, is not identical to
neopaganism. The essential difference between the two can best be explored
through an analysis of the central myth of neopaganism: the Wheel of the
Year.
The Wheel of the Year is the myth that expresses the neopagan view of
cycles, in the turning seasons and in nature as a whole. The basic outline of
the myth is given here, excerpted from Starhawk's The Spiral Dance:

In love, the Homed God, changing form and changing
face, ever seeks the Goddess. In this world, the search and the
seeking appear in the Wheel of the Year.
She is the Great Mother who gives birth to him as the
Divine Child Sun of the Winter Solstice. In spring, He is sower
and seed who grows with the growing light, green as the new
shoots. She is the Initiatrix who teaches him the Mysteries .... In
summer, when light is longest, they meet in union, and the
strength of their passion sustains the world. But the God's face
darkens as the sun grows weaker, until at last, when the grain is
cut for harvest, He too sacrifices Himself to Self that all may be
nourished. She is the reaper, the grave of earth to which all
must return. Throughout the long nights and darkening days,
He sleeps in her womb; in dreams, He is the Lord of Death who
rules the Land of Youth beyond the gates of night and day. His
dark tomb becomes the womb of rebirth, for at Midwinter She
again gives birth to Him. The cycle ends and begins again... .13
12
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This myth depicts the Goddess as a figure who initiates. She is portrayed as
life-giver, teacher, lover, and life-taker, initiating the God four times: into life,
into the Mysteries, into love, and into death. She also symbolizes the ground
of being, the source and eventual destination of all created things. The God
here symbolizes creation, born of the earth-Goddess. His sacrifice is another
representation of the concept of cycles found frequently in neopaganism and
Goddess spirituality: things that live eventually die, but in dying they feed
new life. The sacrifice of the grain God ensures the survival of the
tribe/people, symbolized by the God's rebirth.
The difference between Goddess religion and neopaganism can be seen
in the way the relationship between these two figures is interpreted. In
neopagan symbolism, both the God and the Goddess have equal symbolic
weight, and are conceived of as separate entities. The flow of energy in the
universe is ascribed to the polarity between these two figures. The myth of
the Wheel of the Year, therefore, identifies certain attributes (parental
nurturing, wisdom) with the Goddess, and others (sacrifice, rulership) with
the God. This suggests that certain characteristics are implicit in
"womanhood", and others are implicit in "manhood". The result is a system
of gender polarity - a more benign polarity than the one found in patriarchal
religion, to be sure, but nevertheless one that limits participation in Being for
both men and women. The myth, in its use of the sexual relations between
God and Goddess as an integral part of the story, also implies that
heterosexual relationships are the

no~m

for humanity, thereby devaluing

same-sex relationships.
In Goddess religion, on the other hand, the Goddess is seen as the

primary identification of Divinity. Starhawk defines the Goddess as "the
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underlying unity of which all things are aspects. "14 Reference is also made in
Goddess spirituality to Goddesses, and occasionally to Gods as well. These,
however, are considered to be "aspects" of the Goddess as a whole, particular
ways of imaging divine reality in accordance with personal need or
preference. The important point here is that male and female images are not
opposed to one another in Goddess spirituality, but unified as parts of the
whole, which is the Goddess. This unification is the essential difference
between neopaganism and Goddess religion.
When the Wheel of the Year is used in Goddess spirituality, therefore,
it is with the implicit understanding that the anthropomorphic figures of God
and Goddess are representations of particular aspects of the Goddess, which is
divine reality. The choice of a male and a female figure is therefore
somewhat arbitrary; one could substitute another Goddess for the God and
still have essentially the same myth. In neopaganism, however, eliminating
the figure of the God changes the gender balance of the myth, creating a new
story which, although useful and still representative of a part of divine
reality, is not the same as the traditional Wheel of the Year, and does not
represent the basic polar dynamic of Divinity in the universe.
Another point of confusion stems from the fact that, although our
discussion here is of the Goddess as symbol, those involved in Goddess
spirituality frequently speak of Her as they would of a person, implying that
She is an external being. The truth is that practitioners of Goddess religion,
questioned about this either/or distinction, would likely answer, "Yes!" The
Goddess is frequently viewed as both internal and external. In Starhawk's
words: "I have spoken of the Goddess as psychological symbol and also as

14 Starhawk, The Spiral Dance, 228.
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manifest reality. She is both. She exists, and we create her."lS Eller, in
discussing this, attributes it to the inability of language to express experiences
of the sacred, as well as to the preference that Goddess spirituality shows for
practice over thealogy.16 Carol Christ notes further that the answers to this
and similar questions are not crucial - perhaps not even relevant - to
participation in Goddess spirituality.17 We will assume here that references to
"the Goddess" are to the Goddess as a symbol, unless explicitly stated
otherwise.

Ricoeur and Tillich - Laying a Methodological Foundation

Ricoeur attempts, in The Symbolism of Evil, to re-enact the
"confession of the evil in man by the religious consciousness" .18 In his
opinion, this cannot be done by examining theological constructions such as
the concept of original sin, due to the fact that such "speculative" expressions
are the end-product of Christian reflection, and are therefore too far removed
from the experience in which Ricoeur is interested. He proposes to study
more "spontaneous" forms of expression: myth, and beneath myth,
confession, which manifests itself in the language of symbols. He
distinguishes the two by identifying symbols as "analogical meanings which
are spontaneously formed and immediately significant,"19 such as water as a

15

Starhawk, The Spiral Dance, 95.

16 Eller, Living in the Lap of the Goddess, 131.
17 Christ, Laughter of Aphrodite, 110.
18 Paul Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Evil. Boston: Beacon Press, 1967. p. 3.
19 Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Eyil. 18.
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symbol of destruction and renewal in the Flood story, and myths as "symbols
developed in the form of narrations and articulated in a time and space that
cannot be co-ordinated with the time and space of history and geography".
This definition identifies symbols as more radical as myths. He thus begins
his investigation with an examination of the three experiences of evil in the
Christian tradition: defilement, sin, and guilt.
Ricoeur characterizes defilement, symbolized as a stain or blemish, as
extremely primitive from both an objective and a subjective point of view.
Objectively, "our conscienc~ no longer recognizes the repertory of
defilement"20; modem people fail to see how the eating of a particular animal
may be proscribed when deeds such as theft are not considered to be defiling.
Subjectively, defilement is associated with dread, which stems from "the
primordial connection of vengeance with defilement."21 The consciousness
of defilement associates the evil which is suffered with the evil which is
committed. Violating an interdict brings suffering on an individual;
therefore, the individual who suffers must have committed a violation.
Ricoeur notes that this association of suffering with violation provides a
rationalization for the existence of suffering, one which places no blame or
responsibility on God. This identification was broken by the crisis of Job, of
the just man who suffers; nevertheless, Ricoeur notes that the essence of the
symbol of defilement is retained, although transmuted, in "later" symbols of
evil.
The shift from defilement to sin is a shift from purity to piety, from
evil as the violation of an interdict to evil as the violation of a bond or

20

Ricoeur, The Symbolism of EyiL 26.

21 Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Eyil. 30.
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Covenant. This violation is symbolized in the Hebrew scriptures by such
concrete images as missing the mark, or turning from the straight path. Sin is
an existential state, a turning away from God and toward Nothing. It is
toward this Nothing - the Nothing of idols - that the wrath of God is directed.
Subjectively, sin is ,characterized as the fear of this wratJ::t. At the same time,
sin is not just a "nothing", but also a "something"; this can be shown in three
ways. Firstly, it is possible for one to sin unknowingly, implying that sin is a
"thing" which does not depend on the consciousness of the sinner. Secondly,
sin cannot be reduced to a personal dimension. It is "at once and
primordially personal and communal."22 Thirdly, sin is within the sight of
God; as a sinner, "I desire to know myself as I am known."23 Sin is thus a
more complicated experience than defilement, one which specifically
involves the individual (and the community) with a personalized, outside
force.
In moving to guilt, we uncover a new movement in the symbolism of
evil. The ontological moment of guilt is not objective, but subjective - "the
evil use of liberty, felt as an internal diminution in the value of the self."24
The difference between guilt and sin is difficult to locate, since both are
contingent upon an "I before God" relationship. Where the feeling of sin is
centered around the "before God", however, guilt is primarily concerned with
the "I". Guilt, unlike sin, is completely subjective. The introduction of guilt
opens two new avenues in the consciousness of fault. The first is the
"judgment of personal imputation of evil"; the confession of sins shifts from

22
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a collective focus to an individual one. It is this movement which gives rise
to the formation of ethical codes, and the concept of justice. The second is the
idea of degrees of guilt, and the relativization of justice within the two poles
(the "just man" and the "wicked man") that this creates.
Ricoeur next turns his attention to the myths of evil, which are the
media for the primary symbols. He outlines three functions for the myths of
evil: to "embrace mankind as a whole in one ideal history"; to confer upon
experience "an orientation, a character, a tension"; and finally, to uncover the
enigma of humanity - to account for the transition between the created
innocence of humanity and its present state of defilement, sin, and guilt.25
Ricoeur observes that these myths all attempt to account for a fundamental
experience, namely the origin of evil in humanity; in attempting to account
for this experience, however, humanity arrives at a multiplicity of myths, due
to the inability of anyone myth to capture symbolically the entirety of the
experience. Ricoeur proposes to make his way between the singularity of the
experience and the multiplicity of the. myths through a typology of myths of
evil. He offers four "types" for consideration: the drama of creation, the "fall"
of man, the tragic theology, and the myth of the exiled soul.
The first type of myth that Ricoeur examines is the drama of creation,
or the myth of the struggle of order with chaos; his example of this is the
Babylonian Enuma elish, although he cites the Homeric and Hesiodic
theogonies as less "striking" examples of this type. He identifies three
fundamental traits of this myth. First, the myth recounts the origin of the
divine before the origin of the world. The Enuma elish begins with the birth
of the "young" gods from Tiamat, the primordial mother. Second, the fact
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that the gods are "born" suggests that chaos is older than order, and that lithe
principle of evil is primordial, coexistive with the generation of the divine."26
Third, evil is not only that which existed at the beginning; it is also the means
by which order overcomes chaos. Marduk slays Tiamat and her monsteroffspring, and carves her body into the world; from the blood of her consort
Apsu, he creates humanity. Ricoeur notes that this type of myth excludes the
possibility of a "fall" of man, and indeed even excludes a salvation history
that is distinct from the history of creation. It provides instead a culturalritual pattern that is re-enacted in history, when the king takes up the role of
the god and designates the nation's enemies as the primordial chaos that is to
be overcome.
Ricoeur's second type is the tragic vision of existence, which he finds
exemplified in Greek tragedy. All otl1er tragic visions, he says, may be
understood as "analogous to Greek tragedy."27 The essence of tragedy is the
"non-distinction between the divine and the diabolical"28; Divinity is seen as
performing acts of both good and evil. The gods, according to Ricoeur's
exposition of Greek tragedy, are jealous of the greatness of certain humans,
seeing a threat to their own superiority, and in jealousy they cause suffering.
For tragedy to be truly expressed, however, this jealousy must be coupled with
the fatedness of man's life, and the freedom of man which "delays the
fulfillment of fate."29 Ricoeur notes that Plato condemned tragedy in the
second book of his Republic. and suggests that tragedy resists transcription
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into a theology, which "could only be the scandalous theology of
predestination to evil."30
The third type of myth that Ricoeur approaches is the myth of the
"fall" of man, or the "Adamic" myth, named for the Genesis myth which is
the best example of this type. Ricoeur gives three characteristics of this myth
type. First, it traces the origin of evil to "an ancestor of the human race as it is
now whose condition is homogeneous with ours."31 Adam is a man, and

only a man; he is not supernatural. Ricoeur thus categorizes the Adamic
myth as a myth of "going astray" rather than "falling". Second, the myth of
Adam separates the origin of evil from the origin of good, and sets up good as
that which is primordial (in contrast with the drama of creation discussed
earlier, in which evil is primordial). Third, the myth is unable to reduce its
action to one character; although Adam is the primary figure, the Serpent and
Eve are also essential to the myth. Ricoeur characterizes the Adamic myth as
the myth in which God is innocent, and man bears the responsibility for his
own evil; it also, however, suggests that evil predates man, as symbolized by
the Serpent. Man thus is evil by participation, he is "'destined' for the good
and 'inclined' to evil."32
Ricoeur's fourth type of myth is the myth of the exiled soul. In this
myth, the soul is divine in origin, but becomes embodied due to an evil
which it carries with it. The body can thus be considered an "instrument of
expiation" and a "place of exile".33 The body, however, is also a "place of
30
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temptation and contamination"34; the soul, while doing penance for its
earlier evil, accrues more evil as a result of being incarnate. This introduces
the theme of infernal punishment, where the soul is punished for the evil it
commits during embodied life. A cycle of punishment is thus created,
leading from life to death and back to life, with no foreseeable end, "existence,
under the sign of repetition, appears to be a perpetual backsliding."35 This
myth is the only one to divide man against himself, to uplift the soul and
denigrate the body.
Ricoeur concludes by stating that "the symbol gives rise to thought."36
The symbol provides an occasion for reflection; the philosophy that arises
during that reflection must remain true to the meaning of the symbol which
inspires it. In Ricoeur's hermeneutics, this situation is expressed as a circle.
"We must understand in order to believe, but we must believe in order to
understand."37 "Belief", for Ricoeur, takes the form of interpretation. Thus,
the interpretation of a symbol must flow from an understanding of the
referent of that symbol; at the same time, the interpretation does not replace
the understanding, which is the bond with the sacred.38
An integral part of Ricoeur's phenomenology is his definition of a
symbol. This definition is not, however, specific to him; it is the common
property of several modern philosopJ:1ers and theologians, most notably Paul
34 Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Evil. 284.
35 Ricoeur, The S.ymbolism of Eyil. 284.
36 Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Evil. 348.
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Tillich. Tillich is considered one of the "canonical" modern theologians, due
to his profound influence on the way that theological questions are framed
and approached. His work has also been used as a springboard by feminist
theologians, including some of those in the Goddess tradition. As such,
Tillich's work bears closer examination.
In Dynamics of Faith. Tillich identifies six fundamental properties of
the symbol.39 First, the symbol points beyond itself to something else, much
as a sign (a stop sign, for example). Unlike a sign, however, a symbol
participates in the thing to which it points; this is its second characteristic.
Third, it makes available otherwise closed" levels of reality, levels that cannot
be reached through rational or scientific thought. "In the creative work of art
we encounter reality in a dimension which is closed for us without such
works."4o Fourth, it unlocks hidden depths of our own being in a similar
way. Fifth, a symbol cannot be intentionally produced, but must grow out of
the individual or collective unconscious. Sixth, it grows and dies according to
its ability to produce a response in humanity, not as a result of human desire
or criticism.
Tillich states that ultimate concern can only be expressed symbolicaliy;
"the language of faith is the language of symbols."41 The use of symbols in
religious expression thus requires the use of myths, which Tillich defines as
"symbols of faith combined in stories about divine-human encounters."42
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Tillich defends myth, however, only insofar as it is what he calls "broken"
myth; that is myth that has been demythologized, myth that is understood as

myth, not as literal truth. The Adamic myth, therefore, is not a history of the
first man, but a group of symbols whose narrative combination leads us to
gain insight into the human condition regarding evil. Literalism, Tillich
warns, leads to idolatry, a substitution of something which is not ultimate
(the myth) for that which is ultimate (God; ultimate concern). Ricoeur writes
similarly of the myth losing its etiological function, thereby revealing its
symbolic functions. 43
By examining Tillich and Ricoeur, then, we have the building blocks
for a phenomenological understanding of evil. From humanity's experience
of evil, a symbol arises; this symbol has a literal meaning (a stain, for
example), but it also points beyond that literal meaning to the experience,
which cannot be represented adequately by language. Symbols combine in a
narrative structure as myths, which provide an additional level of
significance that the symbols alone cannot, Ricoeur identifies a third order,
that of speculation, when the mind reflects on the symbols and myth and
constructs a philosophical system around them; this, however, is not our
concern, as speculation does not arise spontaneously from an experience. Our
task at this point is to analyze Ricoeur's work, and assess its applicability to
the experience of evil in Goddess spirituality. Since Ricoeur began from the
experience and moved "forward" into the myth, we will begin our critique
with the myth and move "backward" into the experience.

43 Ricoeur, The Symbolism of Eyil. 5.
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The hypothesis which underlies Ricoeur's typology of myths provides
us with an entry into our critique. The third premise of this hypothesis is
that
the myth tries to get at the enigma of human existence, namely,
the discordance between the fundamental reality - state of
innocence, status of a creature, essential being - and the actual
modality of man, as defiled, sinful, guilty.44
The noteworthy point here is the dichotomy between humanity's
"fundamental reality" and its "actual modality". Ricoeur's hypothesis takes
for granted a view of humanity which bases itself on this dichotomy.
Goddess spirituality, however, does not assume such a view. Instead,
humans are viewed as participators in the being of the Goddess. This
participation is exemplified by free will, which allows humans to choose
either "good" or "evil"; the first half of the fundamental ethical statement of
Goddess religion is "do as you will". Neither choice, however, compromises
their participation in being. The nature of humanity is therefore a unity of
being, rather than a divided paradox of "innocence" and "guilt". For this
reason, Ricoeur's general typology of myths does not adequately represent the
phenomenological experience of evil in Goddess religion. Since the Adamic
myth and the myth of the exiled soul also reflect this split-being concept, we
are unable to make specific use of them. The myth of the drama of creation
and the tragic theology, however, have aspects which should be discussed
separately.
The myth of the drama of creation," in Ricoeur's view, is a myth of the
origin of evil; in the view of Goddess spirituality, it is a myth of the origin of
patriarchy, and speaks not about the nature of humanity, but rather about the
nature of a culture. Starhawk, in Truth or Dare, notes that "the result of
44
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Marduk's victory is the establishment of permanent kingship. "45 The
"kingship" here is a symbol of the oppression of women by men that
patriarchal culture instills in political, religious, economic, and social
institutions. The myth thus fails to say anything about the evil state of
mankind; rather, it reflects a the rise of a system of oppression. This does not
mean that this myth is useless for the purposes of Goddess spirituality, but
instead that the context in which Ricoeur uses the myth is inadequate for our
discussion.
The tragic theology falls short on two points. First, it assumes that the
lives of humans are fated, that free will can at best temporarily suspend the
preordained plan for our lives. As mentioned above, this directly opposes the
emphasis that Goddess spirituality places on the individual's free will.
Second, the tragic theology requires a god who causes humanity to suffer due
to malicious intent; specifically, jealousy. This is incompatible with the view
of the Goddess fostered by Goddess spirituality, a Goddess who states that" all
acts of love and pleasure are My rituals."46 This is not to say that the Goddess
is not also identified with acts, especially natural acts, which we perceive as
"evil" or destructive, such as floods, volcanoes, and storms, but rather that
these destructive phenomena are viewed as necessary for creation, in much
the same way that death is essential for the continuation of life.
Ricoeur's typology of myth, then, does not fully represent the
experience of evil in Goddess religion. The next step of Ricoeur's method is
the examination of the symbol. Ricoeur himself, however, has precious little
to say about the symbols of evil, choosing instead to discuss directly (insofar as
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that is possible) the experiences of evil that give rise to the symbols. It is to
Ricoeur's characterization of the human experiences of evil, therefore, that
we must now tum.
The experience of guilt as primary ethical motivator in Goddess
religion is absent; instead, Goddess ethics arise from the experience of

responsibility. The difference between the two is crucial. Starhawk defines
guilt as "the stern, admonishing, self-hating voice that cripples action."47
This parallels Ricoeur's definition of guilt, which is experienced as "an
internal diminution of the self."48 Responsibility, in contrast, is defined as
the recognition that the actions that one takes have consequences both for the
initiator of that action and others who may be affected by it. We can identify
two important points of divergence between these two experiences. First,
guilt fosters self-hatred, or a feeling that one is worth less (worthless); the
image of the self is degraded. Responsibility, in Goddess religion, requires no
such diminution; all are participants in the being of Goddess, and the actions
one takes, while they certainly have repercussions, cannot sever that bond of
being. Second, guilt "cripples action". Ricoeur identifies the expiation of
guilt with punishment - the punitive action of an outside agency. The guilty
party, therefore, can do nothing to remove guilt. Responsibility, however, is
rooted in "response"; it implies that one responds to the consequences of
one's actions, that one takes action to extend that which is good and cease that
which is evil. Guilt, therefore, is not an experience which can be identified
with Goddess spirituality.
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Ricoeur's concept of sin, likewise, does not apply to Goddess religion.
He identifies sin with the violation of a bond between the individual and
God; the individual is ''before God". This implies an experience of the
individual as separated from a transcendent God. Despite the attempts of
Christian theologians throughout the centuries to establish an immanent
theology, the perception of God as transcendent (as "out there") remains the
dominant image in Western culture, and, as we shall see, provides the model
for relationships in our culture. In Goddess religion, Deity is not
transcendent, but immanent. "The Goddess is not separate from the world She is the world, and all things in it."49 All that exists, living and nonliving,
animal, vegetable, and mineral, participates in the being of Goddess. A bond
of this nature - a bond of being, rather than of relationship - does not permit a
violation such as the one that Ricoeur describes as "sin". It is, in fact,
unthinkable - how can one's connection to the ground of all being be altered?
The experience of sin does not apply to Goddess spirituality.
The experience of defilement, however, has a close parallel to the
experience of Goddess spirituality, insofar as both suggest that humanity
brings evil on itself due to its own actions. Ricoeur's statement that
"suffering evil clings to doing evil"so is similar to the assertion of the Goddess
tradition that "what you send, returns three times over."S1 A closer
examination, though, reveals that these are in fact two very different
experiences. For Ricoeur, the necessary connection between doing evil and
suffering evil is the interdict, which proscribes certain acts or behaviors. In
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Goddess spirituality, on the other hand, doing evil is coupled with suffering
evil on the grounds that humans are responsible for the consequences of
their actions, consequences which affect the actor as well as the acted-upon.
Theft, for example, has adverse affects on the economic and psychological
environment in which the thief must live.52 Goddess spirituality does not
recognize the experience of the interdict, which renders Ricoeur's description
of defilement inadequate for a discussion of Goddess religion.
By comparison, therefore, we see that the experiences of evil that
Ricoeur describes are not representative of the experience of evil in Goddess
spirituality. Our task, therefore, is to identify the experience of evil that gives
rise to the symbols and myths of the Goddess tradition. Before doing so,
however, we should address the definition of "symbol" in Goddess
spirituality, and see how it differs from the definition used by Ricoeur and
Tillich.
Symbol, as used in Goddess spirituality, differs from Tillich's definition
in two main points. The first is the ability of symbols to open up "levels of
reality which are otherwise closed for

US"53;

in other words, the symbol

expresses truth which cannot be described through scientific or rational
thought. As Mary Daly observes, however, "it is not usually suggested that
they [symbols] close off depths of reality that would otherwise be open to
US."S4

By revealing certain aspects of reality, a symbol may preferentially

obscure other aspects. For example, the symbol of Mary denies the power and
sacredness of sexuality, particularly the sexuality of women, by suggesting that
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Mary's holiness is due to her virgin status. Second, Tillich asserts that
symbols cannot be produced intentionally, nor can they be created. Carol
Christ counters that "feminists are in the process of creating symbols ... and
they are doing so consciously. "55 She cites the work of feminist artists such as
Judy Chicago, Adrienne Rich, and Holly Near as examples of such conscious
symbol creation. Enough of Tillich's definition is applicable, however, that
we can emply his work, and Ricoeur's, as the methodological foundation for
constructing a phenomenology of oppression.

Toward a Phenomenology of Oppression

The experience of evil in Goddess religion can be best described as the
experience of oppression - specifically, the oppression of women.
"Oppression", in this case, signifies the enforced limitation of women's being.
This limitation manifests itself physically, emotionally, mentally, and
spiritually. This is obviously a very broad topic; we can, however, identify a
few narrower themes within the broader definition.
The experience of oppression begins with estrangement, which here
refers to an experience of separation. The world of estrangement is a divided
world; mutually exclusive categories are constructed which comprise the
whole of being. In Goddess spirituality, the separation between male and
female is usually identified as the root cause of the experience of oppression;
this mindset is also reflected in the separation of people according to race,
sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, national origin, and religious belief.
This division of men and women is not simply separation - it is a separation
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in which the two genders are unequal. This inequality resonates throughout
other areas of human experience: God is estranged from creation, humanity is
estranged from nature, mind is estranged from body. Many feminist writers
and theorists, including some in the Goddess tradition, identify estrangement
as the basis of patriarchal culture.
The experience of injustice follows hard on the heels of estrangement.
Where estrangement creates categories of being, injustice creates a value
system for those categories. One type of being is exalted, while its "opposing"
type is denigrated. In patriarchal culture, this paradigm manifests in the
glorification of male being, and the commensurate denigration of women.
The consciousness of injustice directly affects women in nonphysical ways.
Injustice sends women the message that they are inherently and irrevocably
inferior to men, damaging their emotional being. In addition, it removes
them from a direct identification wi~ Deity, which patriarchal culture
implicitly identifies with maleness, thus damaging the spiritual being of
women. The estranged world is not enough in and of itself to produce
oppression. Oppression requires that things be seen not just as separated, but
that one side of the separation be preferentially valued over the other. This
inequality is the core of injustice.
When the consciousness of injustice is ritualized in physical forms, a
new experience arises: the experience of physical harm. This experience is the
end-product of the experience of oppression; paradoxically, due to its physical
nature, it is usually the experience which first triggers an awareness of
oppression in women. Physical harm takes many forms in oppressive
culture, the most obvious of which is harm to women's bodies. In

Gyn/Ecology, Mary Daly catalogs the more extreme forms of physical violence
done to women under the term "Sado-Ritual Syndrome", a term which
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encompasses such phenomena as the burning of Hindu widows, genital
mutilation of women in several African cultures, and the European witch
burnings. The persistent cases of rape by American servicemen abroad and
the alarming rate of recurrent spousal abuse also fall under this category. In
addition, women suffer harm through economic discrimination (for
example, the denial of equal pay and job opportunities to women) and
political discrimination, such as the continued blockade and failure of the
Equal Rights Amendment and the push to limit abortion rights.
If, as I have suggested, the phenomenology of evil is actually the
phenomenology of women's oppression in Goddess spirituality, then it is
necessary to examine the sources which support this conclusion. Since I am
interested in the experience of evil in a contemporary movement, I turned to
contemporary authors as sources. Mary Daly is widely recognized as one of
the founders of women's spirituality, being among the first to expound a postChristian feminist philosophy. Zsuzsanna Budapest was among the first
women to connect the need for liberation from patriarchy with the myths and
symbols embodied by pre-Christian goddesses. Carol Christ has drawn upon
the study of religion to write and lecture about her own experience of the
Goddess. Starhawk's writings triggered a veritable explosion of interest in
Goddess religion among feminists in the

l~te

1970s and early 1980s. While

anthologies such as The Politics of Women's Spirituality and collections like
Margot Adler's Drawing Down the Moon are useful overviews, I have found
that the in-depth analysis of these four authors provide more insights into
the experiences which this project explores. It is within their works that we
find the data which enable us to construct a tripartite phenomenology of
estrangement, injustice, and physical harm.
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Ricoeur bases his phenomenology on the "spontaneous" expressions of
evil in the Christian tradition. He therefore uses myths as his sources - the
myths of evil in the Christian, Jewish, Greek, and Sumerian traditions. Our
phenomenology, in contrast, draws on the writings of contemporary authors
in the Goddess tradition. On what basis can we justify the use of these sources
of information?
In explicating the Christian experience of evil, the problem lies in
obtaining a "spontaneous" expression of that experience. Due to the age of
the tradition, and the amount of reflective thought (philosophy and theology)
that it has produced over the centuries, it becomes necessary to revert to the
myth as the best approximation of the initial response to the experience of
evil. The Goddess community, on the other hand, expresses its experience
primarily through the books that have been written about the tradition and
its practices. These writings thus constitute the most spontaneous expression
of the experience of Goddess spirituality that is available for study.
One could argue that the myths of Goddess cultures in antiquity
represent a more basic expression of an experience of Goddess religion, and
that a phenomenology concerned with that experience should use those
ancient myths as its source. Authors such as Riane Eisler, Marija Gimbutas,
and Merlin Stone have explored at length the pre-patriarchal Goddess
cultures and their remnants in the myths and rituals of patriarchal culture.
Contemporary Goddess spirituality, however, is not an extension of ancient
Goddess worship. It draws inspiration from those ancient myths and
practices, but it also consciously redefines the symbol of the Goddess, in order
to reflect the experience o,f modem women and men. The proper place to
conduct a phenomenology of Goddess spirituality is through the writings of
its members.
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We arrive, therefore, at an analysis of the writings of the Goddess
tradition. Within the texts of these authors, we find the data with which we
can construct a phenomenology of oppression. Specific details of language
may differ between this phenomenology and the language of the authors. For
example, Starhawk uses the term lithe consciousness of estrangement" to
refer to the cultural tendency to divide, compartmentalize, and value on a
relative scale. Her use of estrangement" is therefore somewhat different
II

than mine, since her definition includes not only estrangement, but also
what I have termed "injustice", the preferential bias towards one side of a
dualism.

It is my argument, however, that these three dimensions of

women's experience of oppression, taken together, provide us with the most
useful insights into the experience of evil in the Goddess tradition.
The experience of estrangement, according to the Goddess tradition,
reveals itself across the whole of modem culture. Where Ricoeur examined
classical myths, Starhawk examines a set of estrangement stories which
function as archetypal patterns in modern culture. She names these stories

Apocalypse (or Revolution), The Good Guys/Girls Against the Bad
Guys/Girls, The Great Man Receives the Truth and Gives It to a Chosen Few,
and Making It/fhe Fall. 56 We will examine two of these stories in order to
uncover the experience of estrangement upon which all of them are founded.
The story of the Great Man is encapsulated within its title: a Great Man
(and it is always a man, as Starhawk points out) receives knowledge and
passes it to a select group of people. The experience of estrangement is seen
here in two ways. First, the Great Man's knowledge comes from somewhere
outside himself, usually from some mystical or supernatural source. He then
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transmits it to his Chosen.57 This dynamic estranges knowledge, or truth,
from experience, because it removes knowledge from the realm of experience.
Truth cannot come from within the individual; it must be received from an
outside source. This estrangement shatters the unity of experience and
creates authority"; it denies that truth is inherently pluralistiC, insisting
II

instead that there can only be One Truth. Second, the truth is only received
by a few, not by all. Those who know lithe truth" (the Chosen, the Elect, the
Saved) are estranged from those who do not (the Damned). This second
experience of estrangement goes on to create experiences of injustice and
physical harm, as, for example, with the Crusades and their saved vs.
II

infidel" mindset. The story of the Great Man thus demonstrates that
authority depends on an experience of estrangement in two ways: as a source
of knowledge, and as the justification by which a group of people (the
Chosen) establishes an identity for themselves.
The story of Making ItIThe Fall can be characterized as two stories
working in tandem. Both rely on an estrangement of the Elect from the
Ordinary. Making It is the story of an Ordinary that becomes an Elect, usually
through the possession of some virtue or talent. The Fall, on the other hand,
centers around an Elect whose personal flaws eventually cause him to be cast
out, relegated to the ranks of the Ordinary.58 These two stories create a
dichotomy which causes the Ordinary to struggle toward the ranks of the
Elect, believing that it is not good enough to be Ordinary. At the same time, it
suggests that the shortcomings inherent in the Ordinary prevent their
attainment of Elect status. It is noteworthy to mention that this story

57 Starhawk, Dreaming the Dark. 21.
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presupposes an Elect and an Ordinary. It does not describe how these two
groups became seRarate, assuming that they were ever unified in the past.
This story emPhast es again a crucial aspect of the experience of
estrangement:

estr~ngement is the vehicle for the establishment of an Elect

which is presume to be fundamental.
In her essay" A Daughter of the Father God," Carol Christ provides an
autobiographical I ok at the experience of estrangement in culture by
recalling the churc services of her youth. "What were the messages that I
must have unwitti l gly received each Sunday as I participated in worship?"59
Her response com s in the form of an analysis of the Lord's Prayer and her
speculation about ts effect on her thoughts. She points out that the language
of the prayer, and he context in which it was spoken, served to separate
women from idenJification with the Divine: "It was always a male minister
who began this pr1yer for us, and I imagine I made the connection that God
and the minister had something in common."

"Did I understand that to be

female was to havl a name that was not holy?" She notes that, on Earth as in
Heaven, the Fathe is well pleased with the Son; he has no words for the
daughter. As a chi d, her father coached her brothers in sports that she was
allowed only to w J tch. Later in life, she found that her gender was a point of
separation betwee her and her male professors, who viewed her first as a
woman, rather tha a scholar. 60 Her perception of this estrangement was
instrumental in C

ist's decision to break away from the Biblical faiths and

embrace Goddess pirituality. Christ's writing brings us from a generalized

,
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account of a culture-wide experience of estrangement to an autobiographical
account of a specific kind of estrangement: the split across gender lines.
Mary Daly chooses to highlight specific aspects of what Starhawk has
outlined as the more general experiences of estrangement. She rarely
discusses the estrangement of women from men, choosing instead to focus
on ways in which the community of women has been sundered from itself.
In Beyond God the Father, she discusses the ways in which patriarchal culture

estranges women from each other (this occurs, as we will see later, through
the creation of a "good woman" - "bad woman" dualism). Her work in
Gyn/Ecology, however, focuses on the estrangement of women from their
own sources of power. She discusses at length the inversion of symbols of
female power into symbols which serve the interests of patriarchal culture.
These warped symbols could be considered to be perverted patriarchal copies
of their woman-empowering originals.
Daly describes most of the major Christian symbols in this way. She
regards the cross as a perversion of the Tree of Life, a symbol that she and
other feminist writers have described as an embodiment of "cosmic energy",
as "the living Source of radiant energy /be-ing."61 She also describes a postChristian reinterpretation of the Tree, in the form of Shel Silverstein's
Giving Tree, which cheerfully gives everything she possesses - fruit, leaves,
branches, and trunk - to a boy during the course of his life.62 The conversion
of the Tree of Life to a "torture cross" removes from women a symbol of
connection to Being. The chalice of the mass, she suggests, is a pale shadow of
the magical cauldron, which properly belongs to "the female mana figure, the

61 Daly, Gyn/Ecoiogy. 79.
62 Daly, Gyn/EcolQgy. 90.
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priestess, or, later, the witch" and is a symbol of transformation.63 This
inversion thus estranges women from a symbol of their spiritual authority.
She argues that the virgin birth of Christ is a reversal of parthenogenesis (in
which an unfertilized egg begins to develop), which serves to estrange
women from their own powers of creativity by portraying them as mere
vessels. These transformations, Daly says, "dis-member" women - they sever
women from their powerful images of self, and in doing so, strip women of
power.
As we have seen, these authors outline the experience of estrangement
in increasingly more specific ways. Starhawk's archetypal stories describe the
estrangement that permeates modem culture. Carol Christ's autobiographical
account narrows the focus to the experience of estrangement between men
and women. Finally, Mary Daly demonstrates how women have been
estranged from their own sources of personal and collective spiritual power.
It is this loss of power that shifts the experience of oppression into one of

injustice.
Starhawk speaks of injustice in the form of "power-over", a term
commonly used by feminist writers to describe the power dynamic inherent
in patriarchal culture. This understanding is closely related to her notion of
estrangement. The experience of estrangement leaves the self without a
feeling of self-worth, because the self is not connected to anything which
provides a sense of meaning. The self therefore begins to invent distinctions
which enable it to view an "other" as

wo~h

intrinsically less than itself. We

have seen this principle at work in Starhawk's stories of estrangement, in the
dichotomy between Elect and Ordinary, Saved and Damned. This injustice,
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this lack of equality, is at the core of power-over culture. 64 Power-over in

groups leads to the construction of hierarchies (social, economic, political) in
which individuals at a certain level exercise power over those at lower levels
in order to benefit themselves, to provide themselves with a feeling of selfworth. At the ultimate level of the power-over hierarchy stands God, the
God who "stands outside the world, who must be appeased, placated, feared,
and above all, obeyed."65
For Carol Christ, her attempts to please God and the father figures in
her life were identical. Her essay" A Daughter of the Father God" focuses on
her experience as a woman in a male society, a daughter in a world that
values only sons. "I assumed that I could be the favored child of the Father if
I could figure out how to please him. It never occurred to me to question

whether daughters could find an equal place in the house of the Father./166
The exclusion she experienced in college, however, made her question
whether, in fact, it was possible for a woman to be included on an equal basis
with men - not only in the hallowed halls of academia, but in patriarchal
society as a whole.
Christ eventually came to realize

th~t

modern culture depends on the

devaluation of women's experience, and of women themselves. She cites the
formation of orthodoxy in Judaism and Christianity, and its reflection in the
Biblical canon, as a prime example. 67 The Yahwist Hebrews vigorously
suppressed the worship of other deities, primarily goddesses, in the lands they
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67 Christ develops this idea more fully in her essay "Heretics and Outsiders", in Laughter of
Aphrodite.
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came to occupy. The Old Testament relates the worship of foreign gods to the
ills suffered by the Hebrews, calling such worship "abomination".68 The early

Christian church fathers labeled Gnostic groups which utilized female
imagery and allowed women to serve as priests "heretical" and barred their
texts from the emerging church's canon.69 Christ points to these incidents,
and modem male scholarship's lack of interest in investigating them, as
evidence for the systematic removal of women's experience from the
structures of modem culture.
The injustice done to women by power-over culture does not end with
the categorization of women as "other" and the devaluation of their
experience. Mary Daly outlines a dichotomy of "good woman" and "bad
woman" that patriarchy constructs to constrain women within narrowly
defined roles. The "good" woman, the wife, is the property of the man. The
"bad" woman is the prostitute, the embodiment of the wanton sexuality that
patriarchy does not permit its "good" women to express. Although the
prostitute may on the surface appear to be the rebel, flaunting the sexual
taboos of the culture, in reality her role is permitted to exist in order to safely
contain elements that are dangerous to the existence of patriarchy. In one fell
swoop, power-over culture thus creates an "anti-wife" which encourages the
submission of women to the domination of marriage, and a safe place to
contain individuals who might otherwise pose a threat to the status quo.
Women who step outside these roles, says Daly, who reject the
wife/prostitute dichotomy, assume the role of "witch and madwoman."70
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The witch burnings in Europe and the trials of Salem indicate all too clearly
the fate of such women.
Witch persecutions are an excellent example of the third leg of our
phenomenological tripod: the experience of physical harm. Daly
characterizes these events as the natural outgrowth of the experiences of
estrangement and injustice, citing the Durkheimian notion that the rituals of
a culture embody its myths.71 She refers to the rituals of patriarchy as lithe
Sado-Ritual Syndrome"72, a term indicating that physical harm to women is
an integral part of the ritual. Daly presents, as examples of this phenomenon,
five rituals gathered across cultural and temporal boundaries: the Indian
practice of suttee (the death of a widow on her husband's funeral pyre),
Chinese footbinding, the ritual genital mutilation practiced by some African
tribes, the witch burnings of medieval Europe, and American gynecology. In
the process, she analyzes the scholars whose works have served to defend or
trivialize these atrocities, citing them as examples of the brotherhood of
patriarchy, whose common goal is the preservation of their own positions
through the oppression of women.
Not all experiences of physical harm are as dramatic as Daly's examples,
however. Zsuzsanna Budapest intended

~er

Holy Book of Women's

Mysteries to be the average woman's manual for the practice of Goddess
religion. Its collected spells, charms, and rituals thus reflect the material
needs and situations faced by women daily in modem culture. Amid the
usual run of spells for love, health, and improving psychic powers, we find
rituals which help women to cope with the harmful experiences that they
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encounter. Z includes two spells for rape survivors. The first is a spell to
regain "psychic balance" after rape, involving not only the victim, but her
community as well. The second is a hex against the rapist, intended to return
to him the harm he has inflicted. Z's money spell, a staple of contemporary
"grimoires", reads in part: "Great Mother.. .! live in this world, and the wealth
is all in the hands of the masters, mostly men.... You are the true owner of the
wealth.... make the jobs go to women and all have enough."73 She also
includes spells to free political prisoners and to cope with the emotional
trauma following an abortion, miscarriage, or the surgical removal of
reproductive organs. The inclusion of these charms and spells, collected from
Z's circle of Goddess worshippers, is an indication of the wide variety of
harmful situations in which modem women find themselves.
This phenomenological description of oppression thus encompasses all
dimensions of the experience of women's .oppression in modem culture. The
experiences of estrangement and injustice describe the oppression of women's
mental, emotional, and spiritual being. The experience of physical harm
encompasses oppression in the physical, sexual, political, economic, and
social spheres. It is clear that these categories characterize evil not as a state of
being, but as an act - specifically, an act which harms women. We see here a
clear shift from "evil" as described by Ricoeur's phenomenology. Ricoeur
examined the confession of evil by the religious consciousness: the self
recognizes its own evil state, and expresses that realization through symbolic
language. Our phenomenology instead explores the impact and immediate
experience of evil in society: the self experiences the acts of evil perpetuated
upon it and in tum expresses that

realizat~on

through symbolic language.

73 Zsuzsanna Budapest, The HQly BQQk Qf WQmen's Mysteries. Oakland, CA: WingbQW Press,

1980. p.36.
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Ricoeur identifies the self as the subject of evil; Goddess religion names the
self as the object of evil.

The Implications of the Goddess-Symbol

Having described the phenomenology of oppression, we now tum to
the means by which Goddess spirituality allows its participants to overcome
such experiences. Like most feminists, Goddess worshippers are not content
to create systems and institutions which help women to cope with
oppression; they are instead pursuing a program of social change, attempting
to reconstruct society in such a manner as to eliminate these experiences. As
Mary Daly and others have pointed out, changing society's institutions
requires changing the concepts and ideas on which those institutions are
founded. Goddess religion realizes this purpose through the creation of new
symbols which are constructed to negate the concepts and experiences of
estrangement, injustice, and harm. The foremost of these is the symbol of the
Goddess.
The symbol of the Goddess is primarily a symbol of immanent
divinity. As Starhawk points out, "The Goddess does not rule the world; She

is the world. "74 The Goddess symbolizes

~e

power of being, which manifests

itself in the universe - in humans, animals, plants, mountains, seas, and the
Earth itself. There is no being in Goddess religion which is hypostatized
before reality; instead, Divinity is seen as existing in a sort of point-to-point
congruence with creation. Thus, participants in a ritual can say to each other,
"Thou art Goddess," and speak truth, since each one of them is a
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manifestation of divine energy. This is not to say that human beings are
literally gods, but that they partake of the being of Divinity, as does the rest of
the universe.
Those who are familiar with modem and contemporary theology will
recognize in this description a kinship to Paul Tillich's concept of God as
Ground-of-Being and Mary Daly's suggestion that God be defined as a verb, as
Be-ing. This raises the question: why bother with the Goddess? Why not
just employ one of the terms which has already been used to describe this idea
of immanent divinity? The concern here is not with the description that one
gives of divine reality (immanent, transcendent), but rather with the symbol
that one uses to refer to that description. Starhawk remarks that a concrete
symbol "evokes sensual and emotional, not just intellectual, responses."75
Her comment recalls Tillich's third point in his definition of the symbol: it
provides access to levels of reality which cannot be approached through
abstract, rational thought. The image of the Goddess, when used to point to
an immanent model of divine reality, provides a different set of meanings
and implications than an abstract reference such as "Ground-of-Being". These
meanings and implications are crucial to the identity of Goddess spirituality
as an alternative to patriarchy, as they constitute the methods through which
the oppression which women experience in modern culture is abolished.
The symbol of the Goddess is important to women for a number of
reasons. Carol Christ, in Laughter of Aphrodite, outlines four primary
meanings of this symbol for women. First, the symbol of the Goddess
acknowledges "the legitimacy of female power as a beneficent and
independent power."76 This aspect of the Goddess as symbol directly
75 Starhawk, Dreaming the Dark. 11.
76 Christ, Laughter of Aphrodite, 121.
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counteracts the symbolism of patriarchal religion, in which God is implicitly,

if not explicitly, viewed as male, and male models of power are therefore
considered the "norm". In Goddess spirituality, women can look into the face
of Divinity and see their own faces smiling back at them; they can, with
Ntosake Shange's character, say, "I found God in myself and I loved her
fiercely."77 The Goddess is thus a model of female self-definition; women
who worship the Goddess need not "look to men or male figures as
saviors."78 Moreover, the Goddess is a symbol of beneficent female power,
the power to produce life, beauty, and truth. Patriarchy has historically
demonized female expressions of power which lie outside its strictly defined
gender roles; the figure of the witch, presented as a worker of evil, is an
example of this type of warped portrayal.
Christ's second implication of the symbol of the Goddess is "the
affirmation of the female body and the life cycle expressed in it."79 This is
again an idea which opposes an ingrained patriarchal model: the body/mind
estrangement. Patriarchal culture has long prioritized the "things of the
spirit" over the "things of the flesh", and women, seen as inherently "fleshly"
creatures, have, as a result, suffered a denigration of their selves. Under
patriarchy, childbirth, sexuality, and women's menstrual cycles are viewed as
"taboo" or "dirty". The Goddess, however, "is the body, and the body is
sacred ....no part of the body is unclean, no ~spect of the life processes is stained
by any concept of sin."80 The symbol of the Goddess makes these "taboo"

77 Christ, Laughter of Aphrodite, 121.
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things not only acceptable, but sacred, as reflections of the creative, life-giving
power of the Goddess that women embody.
The third meaning that Christ identifies with the symbol of the
Goddess is lithe positive valuation of will in Goddess-centered ritual magic
and spellcasting."81 She states that patriarchal religion has imposed a model
of passivity on women. In Christianity, this has been accomplished by
praising Mary's submission to God's will, in contrast to the willful
disobedience of Eve.82 Goddess religion, on the other hand, encourages
women to accept their wills as valid, and to believe that they can take an
active role in shaping their lives, and in shaping the world that they live in.
Finally, Christ sees in the symbol of the Goddess an opportunity for a
"revaluation of women's bonds and heritage."83 While stories of male-male
relationships and male-female relationships are common in the myths,
stories, and literature of patriarchal culture, tales which reflect a genuine
bond between women are few. Christ focuses especially on the motherdaughter bond, which she characterizes

~der

patriarchy as a relationship of

betrayal - the mother must socialize the daughter into a culture which
devalues her self, and may find herself in the position of defending this
culture should her daughter rebel against it. 84 The symbol of the Goddess
provides a new dynamic for women to relate to one another as sisters,
friends, lovers, coworkers, parents, and children.

81 Christ, Laughter of Aphrodite. 126.
82 Christ, Laughter of Aphrodite. 127.
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These four implications of the symbol of the Goddess demonstrate
some of the ways in which this symbol may counteract experiences of
oppression. The immanent Goddess restores the links between those things
which patriarchy has historically characterized as estranged. A split no longer
exists between Deity and the world, between mind and body, between men
and women. Under the paradigm of immanent deity, these estrangements
are inconceivable, as all things participate equally in divine being. The
Goddess also heals the wounds of injustice by revealing the positive character
of those things which are considered "evil" or "unclean" in modern culture.
The Goddess teaches women to revere their bodies, their sexuality, their
fertility, and their bonds to each other.
Just as the symbol of the Goddess counteracts the experiences of
estrangement and injustice, the ethics inspired by this symbol work to
eradicate the experience of physical harm against women, and against men as
well. Ethics in Goddess spirituality are usually expressed through two simple
principles. The first is sometimes referred to as the "Wiccan Rede", reflecting
its Wiccan origins; Z Budapest refers to it as the "Golden Rule".85 Its basic
form is "Do what you will and harm none". We see here a radical break from
patriarchal ethics, which are usually codified as a series of proscriptions issued
by an authority figure (God, the state, the father, the husband). Goddess
spirituality asserts the freedom of the individual, while at the same time
requiring that the individual recognize

t~at

actions have consequences for

which one must take responsibility.
The second principle of Goddess ethics is the Law of Return. This is
also referred to as the Threefold (or Seven- or Tenfold) Law. Starhawk states
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the Law of Return as "What you send, returns three times over."86 This
principle is founded in the view of Goddess as immanent. If the Goddess is
present in all things, then all things are connected; hence, what harms one
part of a connected whole harms the totality. Similarly, that which brings
good to one part brings good to the whole (assuming, of course, that helping
one person or group does not harm another). Z Budapest amends this to
specify that harm to the innocent returns tenfold, and claims that the Law of
Return is applicable only to magical workings, as they have the greatest
potential for causing such harm. 87 Starhawk, on the other hand,
demonstrates this principle through the practical, nonmagical example of the
act of theft, and the consequences it has for the social climate in which both
the thief and his victims must live.88
These ethical principles raise the question of defining and recognizing
harm. Patriarchal culture inflicts harm in many ways. Obviously, acts such
as assault, rape, and murder, on both an individual and a mass scale, are
harmful. Harm to women also takes subtler forms. Reading a pornographic
magazine contributes to the objectification. of women as sex objects.
Consistently speaking of God as male denies the possibility that women can
participate in divine being. Limiting the political power or economic
opportunities available to women restricts their ability to shape their own
lives and living conditions. Any of these actions can be considered harmful.
Even silence can be harmful; once one becomes conscious of the effects of our
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culture on women, failure to speak or act against these acts equates to
complicity in perpetuating them.
Although the relevance of the Goddess for women is an oft-discussed
topic, few writers in Goddess spirituality have addressed the meaning of the
Goddess for men. This is, I believe, primarily due to the fact that the vast
majority of the respected authors are women, and are primarily concerned
with achieving the liberation of women from the oppression of patriarchal
culture. Modern culture, however, also influences men's patterns of
thinking, albeit in a different direction: it conditions men to perpetuate the
culture of oppression out of their own self-interest. Patriarchal culture offers
men positions of power and self-identification with God; in doing so,
however, it forces men into narrow models of existence, in much the same
way that women are forced into the virgin/whore dichotomy, as Mary Daly
has observed. Goddess spirituality offers men as well as women the
possibility of freeing themselves from these limiting definitions.
The identification of Divinity with the symbol of the Goddess holds a
number of interesting implications for men. The first parallels Christ's basic
meaning of the symbol of the Goddess: men must acknowledge the power of
women as independent and beneficent. This has a different meaning for men
than for women, however since men have been socialized to identify
I

themselves as the power-wielding group. Females who wield power,
according to the implicit message of patriarchy, are to be ostracized and
neutralized by any means available - from institutionalization in mental
hospitals to a fiery death at the stake. Any acknowledgment of female power,
therefore, must carry with it a refusal to participate in patriarchy on its own
terms. In worshipping the Goddess, men must willingly surrender the
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dominating, unjust authority that patriarchal culture offers them, in favor of
full participation in Being.
Identifying Divinity with the Goddess also alters the relationship of
men to nature. Patriarchal religious symbolism and theology frequently
equate women with nature, and both of them together with evil. Susan
Griffin, in her book Woman and Nature, observes this linkage: lilt is decided
that matter is passive and inert. ...It is decided that the nature of woman is
passive... And the demon resides in the earth, it is decided ... .It is observed that
women are closer to the earth."89 Identifying divine reality with the Goddess,
however, brings men to a reexamination of the nature of Nature. The image
of the Goddess sacralizes both women and nature; as the power of women
must be recognized as legitimate and beneficent, so must the Earth be seen,
not as a resource to be exploited, but as a manifestation of the Goddess.
Mountains appear as Her breasts; the wind, Her breath; the oceans, Her blood.
This perspective also means that strip mining, for example, becomes
tantamount to rape; clearcutting becomes assault; polluting becomes
poisoning. The rape of the Earth and the rape of women become one;
Goddess spirituality reveals both the

trut~

of this equation, and an alternative

to it.
Finally, Goddess spirituality requires men to redefine their
relationships with other human beings. If divine reality is symbolized as the
Goddess, then all living things can be seen as Her children. Unlike
patriarchal God-symbolism, which permits the identification of men, but not
women, with God, this image provides a common ground for relating to
others. Men and women are both children of the Goddess; likewise, members

89 Susan Griffin, Woman and Nature. New York: Harper and Row, 1978. pp.5-7.
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of all racial and ethnic groups, political affiliations, sexual orientations - all
are Her children. All are manifestations of the divine energy which the
Goddess embodies. Ultimately, this has the effect of destroying the selfinterested self, because such a model requires an Other to which it can oppose
itself. The loss of this model of self removes the foundation for the
ideologies of estrangement and injustice.
The primary focus of Goddess religion is the liberation of women. It is
important to recognize that patriarchal power-over culture inflicts harm on
men as well. Modem culture provides a far greater range of possible roles for
men than for women, and offers roles that are less oppressive; this does not,
however, change the fact that men are expected to conform to these roles as
rigidly as women. A male in modem society might express his experience of
his cultural conditioning:
Power-over is the culture of might. It tells us that strength is
above: in your father, your boss, your priest, your God. By
extension, you must have little strength, except for that which
you can wield over those below you. Even this minuscule
amount is small compared to the power wielded by your
superiors. There is always someone who makes you
insignificant, subordinate, worthless. You must compete to
survive. You have to beat someone else for anything that makes
you feel worthwhile. You have been told that these things will
make you feel worthwhile, and if they don't, well, there's always
someone or something higher to shoot for. You can always
have more, but you have to take it from someone else, and
things are most easily taken from those who have less.
Someone is always better than you. Someone always puts you in
your place. Someone is always lower than you. Someone
always exists for you to take your frustrations and your anger out
on: your wife, your kids, the dog, the Earth. You are all that
matters. Other people exist either to serve your needs, or to
.
oppress you. 90
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In most feminist discourse, the benefits that men accrue as a consequence of
the status accorded to them by society outweighs the harm done to men
within patriarchal culture. Those benefits are real and should never be
neglected. We should also remember that men and women do not enjoy an
equal status in modem culture, despite rhetorical claims to the contrary.
Nonetheless, as Paulo Freire writes, systems of oppression dehumanize the
oppressors as well as dominating the oppressed.91 It is for this reason that I
have written this essay.
Ricoeur uses his phenomenology of evil to examine the confession of
evil by the human spirit. Despite the communal nature of the tradition
Ricoeur is analyzing, these experiences are essentially individual; it is the
individual who confesses his evil. Ricoeur links each of these experiences of
evil with an experience of salvation. Defilement is linked to purification, sin
to pardon, and guilt to punishment. These experiences are also primarily
individual: in Christianity, and in modern culture as a whole, salvation from
evil is an individual event. One person's salvation is not dependent on the
salvation of his family, neighbors, or coworkers.
Goddess spirituality, on the other hand, recognizes that, although the
experience of oppression is an individual one, it is also an experience
common to all women. Moreover, the experience of oppression binds all
women together in the struggle for liberation. Individually, women cannot
change the structures of our society. Collectively, however, they have the
power to expose the oppression that they experience daily, and the drive to
construct a future in which this oppression is overcome.
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